Amika® Panic for Mobile Amika® Panic for Desktops
Critical and Emergency Communications and Control
Amika®Panic enterprise or personal for Mobile is a panic button app for Smartphones while at work or away
from work that addresses emergency communication as users mix personal and work environments in the
enterprise with BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) to work. Amika®Panic enterprise works in conjunction with the
Amika® Mobility Server (AMS) which provides complete critical and emergency communications and control
enabling situational awareness, information sharing, rapid alerting across devices and networks, and control
through advanced integration with physical security to trigger lockdowns on demand. Amika®Panic mobile:
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1. Amika®Panic enterprise for mobile: this mode is fully integrated with the AMS so that the panic is
received as an event, where security teams as defined by the enterprise are alerted and the location of
the panic user is relayed. Amika®Panic also allows the end user to indicate individuals or a personal set
of contacts that they would like contacted when they need help.
2. Amika® I-am-OK: this mode essentially is aimed at ensuring that end users can indicate to their work
and personal contacts that they are OK if a major disaster or explosion has occurred in their vicinity or
when they arrive safely at their destination. Also ideal for shift workers and traveling executives.
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Amika®Panic for Desktops works in a similar manner to the Amika®Panic for mobile. When the end user
selects the icon on their desktop, an alert is issued through the AMS to the security team with the location of
the user. The security team members receive the alert at the desktop or on their respective mobile device. The
panic alerts can be cleared from the administrator console once the situation is resolved. The alert includes a
link to the location of the individual who issued the Amika®Panic so they can easily be found.

Amika Mobile sells its products through distributors, system integrators, service provider partners and platform vendors initially focusing on North
America, India, Europe and Australia with future plans for expansion into Asia. For more information, please visit http://www.amikamobile.com. All
copyrights, trademarks and trade names are the property of Amika Mobile Corporation or its partners (excepting Facebook and Twitter).
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